Solar Solution

Technically Superior

ICB is one of the fastest growing suppliers and
installers of solar solutions for both flat and pitched roof
applications. It works in partnership with specifiers, main
contractors and building owners to realise the full potential
from every solar installation.

ICB has been supplying quality products to the building industry for over 25 years. Our long-held
reputation as an innovator continues today with the introduction of cutting edge Solar PV Panels.

Sustainable Roofing Solutions

Today, ICB is one of the fastest growing organisations of its kind in the UK. We are the leading
suppliers of sustainable, environmentally friendly roofing systems – all installed by licensed
contractors to ensure that every project is completed to the highest possible standard, every time.

The company offers a wide range of specialist products, many
of them unique and exclusive to ICB, and because it is a
recognised MCS Installer, every customer qualifies for maximum
benefits under the Government’s Feed-in Tariff Scheme.

Carbon Zero
ICB has offset its entire carbon footprint to achieve the CarbonZero standard.
We teamed up with environmental experts to cut emissions throughout our business. Any remaining
carbon is offset through global initiatives to reduce CO2 and help developing countries become
more energy efficient. We are also supporting forestation projects within the UK.

The Company

ICB (International Construction Bureau) Ltd
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For further information please contact:
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Waterproofing Solutions
ICB supply and install one of the largest ranges of single
ply membranes in the UK. This means it can offer the right
solution for every type of roofing application where single
ply is the preferred choice of waterproofing.
Few can match ICB for choice, technical expertise, design
support and its nationwide network of licensed contractors.
It has succeeded by working closely with customers and key
construction professionals to provide the right waterproofing
solution – every time.

Safety Solutions
ICB works in partnership with one of the largest
and most successful manufacturers of roof edge
guard rails in Europe. It offers a bespoke package
manufactured from lightweight recyclable aluminium.
As with all systems in the ICB range, the company works
closely with all customers to ensure that rooftop health and
safety is a priority.

Engineered Solutions
ICB produces a wide variety of engineered metal
product solutions for the construction industry in its
new Fabrication facilities, which incorporate a state of
the art Colour Powder Coating plant.

introducing icb
ICB delivers sustainable environment friendly roofing
solutions. Helping to pioneer the market for green
and solar roofing, it is setting new standards in
waterproofing, design, roof top technology and safety.
ICB is the future of roofing and is supported by a nationwide
network of fully trained and licensed installers. ICB Projects
in its own right is an approved installer of Solar PV systems
underthe Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS).
The company has developed an enviable reputation for
supplying and installing quality products, reliability and
technical excellence – a market leader setting the pace for the
rest of the roofing industry.

We can work from drawings or help you produce your
design. We can produce everything from wall cappings,
window cills, trims and flashings, to bespoke fascias and
soffits, Brise soleil and other specialist products.

Green Solutions
ICB’s green roof solutions offer more choice, more
potential and more design capability than anything
else currently available in the UK. The Diadem Green
Roof systems are compatible with every type of
waterproof membrane to ensure that a green roof
from ICB is limited only by a designer’s imagination.
Supported by a nationwide network of licensed installers,
any type or size of green roof is possible – intensive,
extensive, brown, large or something more modest.
ICB is proud to sponsor the RSPB
campaign to save the sparrow.
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